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Hawks level overmatched Bulls

By Ken Sugiura 

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

11:13 p.m. Wednesday, December 9, 2009

While it was a night ripe for a blowout, the Hawks' routine this season hasn't necessarily been to follow the

script.

Wednesday night, they followed the recipe perfectly. The Hawks tore apart flailing Chicago, leveraging

another strong defensive performance en route to a 118-83 runaway at Philips Arena.

"I think we really came out aggressive early, kept defending and rebounding," center Al Horford said.

"When you're able to limit a team like that [like] we were, ... it just opens up the game for us. We were

making the game easy for each other."

The Hawks moved to 15-6, winning their second in a row and elevating their home record to 9-2. Chicago is

7-13 and further placed coach Vinny Del Negro's job in jeopardy.

The victory looked far different from the Hawks' last home game last Friday, when they permitted a similarly

struggling New York team to knock down 57.7 percent of its shots in a 114-107 loss. The Hawks turned it

around defensively the following night, beating Dallas 80-75 and holding the Mavericks to 37.3 percent

shooting.

The Bulls had come into the game having lost eight of their last nine and their last three, and had played

Tuesday night in Chicago, while the Hawks were on three days' rest.

"We kind of figured they'd be a little fatigued and we tried to take advantage of that," guard Joe Johnson

said.

While the offense-challenged Bulls helped, the Hawks again tightened the screws defensively. The Hawks

racked up 12 steals, six blocked shots and held Chicago to 36.4 percent shooting.

"You learn from every situation," said guard Jamal Crawford, who led the Hawks with a season-high 29

points. "That was a situation where you can't give a team like that life. ... [The Bulls] are searching for

anything and we just wanted to continue to put our foot on the gas."

The Hawks took a 56-42 halftime lead and then removed all doubt in the third quarter. They scored 20 of

the first 24 points in the period, denying Chicago in 16 of its first 18 possessions of the quarter.

The Hawks' coup de grace came on that 18th Chicago possession. Swingman Mo Evans blocked Bulls

guard Kirk Hinrich in the paint and then rejected forward Luol Deng, starting a fast break. Johnson lobbed
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an alley-oop for forward Josh Smith, whose emphatic flush made the score 76-46 with 3:35 left in the

quarter and brought the crowd of 16,808 to its feet.

"We know we can't let up in games like this," Johnson said. "We've got to approach it like it's a big game

every game."

The Hawks reserves played nearly the entire fourth quarter. Rookie Jeff Teague accumulated eight assists

and dropped in 18 points, both season highs. The win was only marred by a dislocated thumb suffered by

forward Joe Smith. Coach Mike Woodson said the team will know more of its severity Thursday.
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